A new distinct compact form of the widely used Philodendron.

- This plant is far more compact than others, giving it some great advantages. Although small, it is quite vigorous in the warmer months.
- It is better in low light levels than other Philodendrons, as its leaves elongate less and it stays more compact.
- Little Phil™ Philodendron also spreads well.
- This plant does not appear to have aerial shoots like some types.
- It copes with light to moderately heavy shade. It can survive in full sun, but like all Philodendrons, it appreciates at least a little shelter from the full Australian sun. In the colder parts of Australia it's best grown as an indoor or patio plant, or in a well sheltered garden.
- All this makes it a great choice for general shade landscape gardens. For green walls, its habit makes it the perfect shade vertical garden plant. As an indoor plant it performs and looks amazing.
- The more compact, non elongating form of Little Phil™ Philodendron allows it to handle more shade than other Philodendron.
- Its size makes it the perfect table, bench top or window sill indoor plant. The perfect plant for the table on a patio. A great office desk companion plant.
- So whether it's landscape or indoors, the Little Phil™ plant will change the world of Philodendrons forever.

### Description
- Compact clumping plant

### Density
- 3–9 plants per m²
- 2–4 per linear metre

### Height & Width
- 35cm x 35cm

### Flowering
- N/A

### Best Planting Time
- Spring and autumn

### Uses
- Landscape gardens, indoor plant, green walls

### Position
- Light shade to moderately heavy shade; drought & cold tolerant

### Soil Type
- Reasonably drained soil with some organics

### Care
- Water as required for 8–13 weeks until established; remove older leaves if it becomes necessary; use slow release fertiliser in spring if required

### Where It Works
- QLD, NSW, VIC, NT, SA & WA

---

**Little Phil™**

(right) is more compact than **Xanadu** (left)